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Sammanfattning 
Stenras är ett stort problem runtom i världen, om de inträffar i bebyggda områden kan de leda till 

stora skador på infrastruktur, skador eller dödsfall. Av den anledningen är det viktigt att kunna 

förutse vart det finns risk för stenras och hur man kan förebygga dem och skydda bebyggda områden 

från dem. Dock är det ingen lätt uppgift att förutse stenras. Även om det finns ett potentiellt område 

för stenras kan det tyckas lätt att placera ut skyddsnät eller bulta fast potentiella block. Men i många 

fall är detta inte praktiskt, eller ekonomiskt, till exempel i bergsskärningar på äldre järnvägar i 

Sverige. Fallhöjderna här är inte speciellt höga men risken för skador på tåg och infrastruktur i 

spårområdet är hög, dock är det okänt hur omfattande skadorna kan bli. Trafikverket, den svenska 

myndigheten som ansvarar för Sveriges vägar och järnvägar, har under flera år utrett en ny metod för 

att klassificera och minimera riskerna för stenras från bergskärningar bredvid järnvägar. Denna 

utredning syftar bland annat till att till att väga in det potentiella maximalt avstånd ett block från 

stenras kan färdas i den befintliga modellen.  

Det här mastersarbetet är en del i den utredningen och kommer att innefatta ett fullskaligt fältförsök 

där stenras undersöks genom att de filmas och sedan utvärderas studskoefficienten, coefficient of 

restitution, från de enskilda rasen i stereo. Under fältstudien kommer en geoteknisk testutrustning, 

DCP test rigg, att utvärderas för sin förmåga att lätt i fält få fram ett uppskattat värde på 

studskoefficienten. Under utvärderingen kommer två stenrassimuleringsprogram att användas för att 

undersöka hur väl de stämmer med de verkliga blockens rörelser.  

Nyckelord: Bergsskärning, stenras, fältförsök, coefficient of restitution, järnväg, Sverige, risk 
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Abstract 
Rockfalls is a major problem around the world, if they occur in populated areas, they can cause major 

damage to infrastructure, injure or kill people. For this reason, it is important to be able to predict 

where the risk of rockfalls and how to prevent and protect populated areas from them. However, it is 

no easy task to predict rockfalls. Although if an area with potential area for rockfall is localized it may 

seem easy to construct protective meshing or bolting potential blocks down. But in many cases this is 

not easy to do due to practical issues or economic reasons, for example in rock cuts on older railways 

in Sweden. Fall heights from rock cuts like that are not particularly high but the risk of damage to the 

trains and infrastructure in the track area is high, however, it is unknown how extensive the damage 

may be. Trafikverket, the Swedish authority responsible for Sweden's roads and railways, has for 

some years investigated a new method for classifying and minimize the risk of rockfalls from rock 

cuts next to the railways. This study include aims to include the potential maximum distance of a 

block from the rockfall can travel to the existing method. 

This master's work is part of the investigation and will include full scale field test where the rockfalls 

are examined by filming them and then evaluate the “bounce coefficient”, coefficient of restitution, 

from the individual rockfalls using photogrammetric methods. During the field study, a geotechnical 

testing equipment, DCP test rig, to be evaluated for its ability of an easy way in the field to produce 

an estimated value on the coefficient of restitution. During the evaluation, two rockfall simulating 

software be used to investigate how well the results from them match the true blocks movements. 

Keywords: Rock cuts, rockfall, field test, coefficient of restitution, railway, Sweden, risk 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
Around the world rockfalls are a major problem. When rockfalls occur in areas either populated by 

humans or with sensitive infrastructure, the damage from a rockfall can be very costly or cause death 

or injury. Due to the consequence rockfalls are important to predict, but it is not easy to predict 

when or where a rockfall event will occur. To predict when and where a rockfall will happen is not 

the only problem, the third one is how. Even if there is a correct prediction that a block will fall, there 

is no accurate way to calculate where the block will end up and how far the block will travel.  

This master thesis is a part of The Swedish transport administration, Trafikverket, work with 

modification of the current system for Inspection and classification for rock cuts along railways i.e. 

risk of falling blocks alongside railways. If a falling block reaches the railway area it can damage not 

only the tracks but installations or end up on the tracks and possibly derail a train. In Sweden there 

are about 600 km of rock cuts along railways, along all of these rock cuts there are blocks that have a 

theoretical chance of failing out in the nearest 50 years. All these blocks can of course not be 

remediated, first it is not economical defendable and it is not practical. Trafikverket are in charge of 

inspecting a large amount of the rock cuts, the quality and how up to date of the inspections are 

varied, and are in a great need of an update. 

Today the focus of the inspection and classification is to find potential blocks and an estimated time 

for the blocks to fall out and act to ether remediate the area or leave it for the time being, this 

method has some major flaws. First the inspection is done manually in the field, this leaves a lot up 

to personal judgments. The only reference to how dangerous a block is, is the estimated time to 

failure and not for example the potential reach of the block. This can lead to some blocks will be 

remediated “too early” because they do not have the reach that can cause damage to the track area. 

The new system will look for blocks with potential to fall, the estimated time for a potential fall out, 

and the blocks potential reach. This means that blocks will have a reduced chance to be “remediated 

unnecessary”. The new system has the same base as the old one i.e. an empirical field study of the 

rock cut to evaluate the rock cut. Instead of only evaluate the potential fallout time as before, this 

time they will estimate the reach of the potential blocks as well. As mention before, it is extremely 

hard to predict the reach of blocks. To help with the determination of the reach of blocks several 

computer programs are available on the market. If these programs are to give good results there 

must be certain input parameters, these parameters are site specific. The most important of these 

are the coefficient of restitution. The coefficient of restitution describes what happens to the block 

during impacts, will it bounce, roll or stop dead in its tracks, this is what the coefficient of restitution 

helps us to determine. In literature there are a lot of different values for the coefficient of restitution 

gathered from field tests. These tests have been conducted in mountainous areas around the world. 

Blocks have been pushed of cliffs with excavators, and the rockfalls filmed. 

As said before this thesis will be a part of the work to evolve Trafikverkets inspection and 

classification of rock cuts. The focus in the thesis will be at the reach of the blocks. This was done 

through field tests and calibrations of computer models. Previous researches from other countries 
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were not used, because the conditions between the Swedish rock cuts beside railways and the 

natural mountain slopes from previous research. See figure 1.   

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to conduct a full scale field test to measure and evaluate the motion 

parameters of blocks during a rockfall and the coefficient of restitution and possible reach of falling 

blocks from a height representative for rock cuts beside railways in Sweden. 

Data will be gathered through filming the rockfalls. The videos from the field test will be evaluated in 

stereo to define the motion trajectories and velocity vectors before and after impact. This data will 

then be used to calculate the coefficient of restitution for each rockfall.  

The coefficient of restitution will be derived through calculations by comparing the, normal velocity 

and tangential velocity, before and after the impact. 

The process to arrive to an answer for the coefficient of restitution is a long and fairly complicated 

one. During in situ tests investigating a rock cut there are no ways to assume a coefficient of 

restitution today by an easy test. During the field test a geotechnical test device, known as a DCP test 

rig, will be evaluated for its usages to easy determine an approximate value of the Coefficient of 

restitution in the field.  

Results from the field test will be compared to results derived from two commercial rockfall 

modeling programs, Rocfall (Stevens, 2008) and Georock (GeoStur, 2013), by using the data gathered 

through the field test. This is to see how accurate these two simulation software are compared to a 

real rockfall. 

Figure 1: The difference between an international natural mountain slope (Left) and a rock cut along a Swedish 
railway (right) 
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2 Literature review 

2.1 Rockfall 
Around the world in mountainous areas rockfall is a common event. According to Dorren (2003), 

rockfalls occur daily around the world. Many of these rockfalls take place in low populated areas, but 

they could happen close by heavy populated areas or big infrastructure constructions such as 

railways and roads, where they can cause substantial damage to infrastructure, personal injury or 

deaths. 

A rockfall is considered to be a small landslide, where individual blocks close to the surface detach 

from the rock (Dorren, 2003). There are several reasons why a block detaches; weathering, erosion, 

increases in water flow, ice, vegetation, tectonic processes, seismic activity, unfavorable properties 

of the rock mass (foliations, discontinuities) and human activities (Dorren, 2003; Ashayer, 2007). 

After the block detaches it can experience four types of motion, free fall, bouncing, rolling and, see 

sliding figure 2 (Ritchie 1963; Azzoni et al. 1995; Dorren, 2003; Agliardi et al. 2003 Chang et. al. 2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.1 Free fall 
Free fall is in many cases the first movement in a rockfall, since the rocks often detaches from a steep 

slope and is then only affected by gravity, according to Bozzolo et al. (1986) the air resistance can be 

neglected, since it equals 2% of the total weight of the bolder. The bolder follows a ballistic trajectory 

(i.e. parabola) during the free fall. During the free fall the boulder is building up kinetic energy and 

speed. See figure 3. 

 

Figure 2: The typical rockfall process, after a block detaches 
it experiences four types of travel, in order, free fall, 
bouncing, rolling and sliding 
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2.1.2 Bouncing (impact) 

Bouncing most often follows the free fall if the speed is high enough, the rock hits a surface (rock, 

sand, trees ) and bounces off, continuing to travel down the slope whit more bounces until the speed 

off the block is too low. This part is the least understood and the hardest part to predict of the falling 

stages. When modeling a rockfall the bounce is simplified with the use of the coefficient of 

restitution (Azzoni, 1995; Bozzolo, 1989). See figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.3 Rolling 

Rolling occurs when the bolder is starting to lose its kinetic energy close to the end of the slope.  The 

rolling phenomenon is not an ideal rolling motion, only cylindrical, spherical and discoid blocks can 

do a textbook rolling motion. Blocks with irregular shapes travels with small bounces on the edges of 

the rock during the rolling phase (Azzoni, 1995; Bozzolo, 1989). See figure 5. 

 

Figure 3: The first type of motion the block experiences: free 
fall 

Figure 4: The second type of motion the block experiences: 
bouncing 
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2.1.4 Sliding 

During this movement the boulder does not rotate and is in contact with the surface. The movement 

is described by Coulomb’s law of friction:  

* * * *cosf f fF N m g        (1) 

Where f is the friction coefficient, m is the mass of the block, g the gravity and   is the slope 

angle. 

This movement is occurring mainly in the final face of the fall process, but can also occur in the initial 

face before free fall (Bozzolo, 1986, Dorren, 2003). See figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.5 Coefficient of restitution 

The coefficient of restitution is used to describe the bouncing phenomena, when modeling rockfalls. 

The coefficient of restitution CR can be described by one or two parameters, the most common ways 

are: 

Newton’s particle collision model; comparing velocities before and after impact, defined for rigid and 

smooth particles: 

𝐶𝑅𝑣 =
𝑉𝑟

𝑉𝑖
       (2) 

Where iV  is the velocity before impact and rV  is the velocity after impact. 

Figure 5: The third motion the block experiences: 
Rolling 

Figure 6: The forth motion type, or potential the first 
one depending on the fallout scenario: sliding 
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A developed model of Newton’s particle collision theory. Instead of comparing direct motion 

velocity, comparing velocities normal and tangential to the plane.  

𝐶𝑅𝑛 =
𝑉𝑛,𝑟

𝑉𝑛,𝑖
         (3) 

Where ,n iV  is the normal velocity before impact and ,n rV is the velocity after impact. 

𝐶𝑅𝑡 =
𝑉𝑡,𝑟

𝑉𝑡,𝑖
        (4) 

Where ,t iV  is the tangential velocity before impact and ,t rV is the velocity after impact. 

An energy model comparing the loss in kinetic energy before and after the impact. 

𝐶𝑅𝐸 =
𝑉𝑘,𝑟

𝑉𝑘,𝑖
         (5) 

Where ,k iE is the kinetic energy before impact and ,k rE  is the kinetic energy after impact.  

The coefficient of restitution can assume any value between 0-1, where CR= 1 is a perfect elastic 

collision, i.e. the impact speed and rebound speed is the same, CR = 0 is a perfect inelastic collision 

where the block depending on slope angle ether instantaneous starts rolling or stops dead in its 

tracks (Azzoni et al., 1995).  

Different values of the constant of restitution can be found in the literature, the values are from in 

situ tests, laboratory tests. These values have large spread, see table 1, this is because values from 

tests are more or less site specific when doing in situ tests and when doing laboratory tests in small 

scale there is the problem with scaling. (Azzoni A, 1996; Buzzi, 2011; Ferrari, 2013a; Heidenreich, 

2004)  

These values only consider that different materials have an effect on the coefficient of restitution, and 

do not consider other characteristics of the block, kinematics and slope. Other parameters influencing 

the coefficient of restitution can be seen in table 2. 

For example during a lab test on soft soils, Heidenreich  (2004) found that two test bodies with different 

weights but same shape and diameter, the block with the lower weight had a higher coefficient of 

restitution. The heavier block penetrates deeper in the soft soil material and thus loses more kinetic 

energy during the impact then the lighter one.  

Table 1: Typical range of the coefficient of restitution from literature 

Material 
Range of CRn in the 
literature 

Range of CR t in the literature 

Solid rock/ 
Bedrock  

0,2- 1,0 0,53- 1,0 

Talus fans  0,3- 0,33 0,80- 0,87 

Soft soil 0,25-0,32 0,55-0,83 

Asphalt  0,4 0,9 
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Table 2: Parameters assumed to affect the bouncing phenomena (Heidenreich, 2004) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Previous research 

Since rock falls has and is a major problem in mountainous areas it is surprising that the first proper 

research was performed in the 1960s. 1963 Ritchie presented; Evaluation of rockfall and its control, 

the report is describing the problem; rockfalls is poorly or not understood at all. Ritchie says “it is 

doubtful that anyone has made a project of watching rocks fall before”. The purpose of Ritchies work 

were to understand the physics behind rockfall so that rockfall remediation measures can be 

designed on a scientific base and not on empirical and economical solutions. Ritchie designed and 

preformed a field study where a large amount of rocks where pushed down different types of slopes. 

To understand how rock acts when in motion cameras were places along the slope to capture the 

motion. Along the slopes horizontal and vertical reference lines were placed, to make it easier to 

make sense of the recordings. Ritchie concluded that there were a lot of factors affecting the 

rockfalls etc. size of the rock height of the cliff slope figure and time. He also presented the four 

types of rockfall motion, free fall, rolling, bouncing and sliding. For three of the four motion types he 

determined at which slope angel they occurred around, see figure 7. 

After Ritchie many researchers followed, who did both field tests and laboratory tests on rockfalls. A 

lot of research was devoted to develop different rockfall models and understanding the parameters 

affecting the model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slope characteristics Block Kinematics 

 Strength 

 Stiffness 

 Roughness 
compared to block 
size 

 Inclination 

 Strength 

 Stiffness 

 Weight 

 Size 

 Shape 

 Velocity (translational 
and rotational) 

 Collision angle 

 Configuration of the 
block impact 
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In 1982 Bozzolo and Pamini preformed various tests in the Alps where they filmed rocks falling down 

different types of slopes. The tests where done to develop a rockfall model, rigid body (Azzoni et al. 

1995 (original text by Bozzolo et al. is in Italian)) 

In 1995 Azzoni et al. preformed in situ tests on rockfalls on two different slopes, this was done to 

gather experimental parameters that are relevant for rockfall simulation; coefficient of restitution, 

rolling friction coefficient, effects of block geometry on the falls.  

In 2000 Peng did his master theses to determine if there was a correlation between the Smith 

hammer value and coefficient of restitution. He did this in two steps, first laboratory tests with 

spherical blocks and by dropping blocks in quarry. Both field test and lab tests followed the same 

process; before the blocks where dropped a Schmidt hammer test where preformed. The results he 

got from the laboratory tests showed that the Schmidt hammer values could be correlated to the 

coefficient of restitution. The results from the field test gave the opposite result. This he found 

depended on the blocks from the field test was exposed to weathering and thus the outer layer was 

weaker than the outer layer of the polished rock from the laboratory test.  

In 2001 Pierson et al. did a report on how to design catchment areas for rockfalls along highways. 

This study was made as a development of Ritchie’s study from 1963. They dropped more than 11000 

blocks and measured the distance traveled. From the data gathered a series of charts and diagrams 

where given to aid in the design of rockfall mitigation.  

Chau et al (2002) did laboratory tests where plaster balls with different mass were where dropped on 

plaster surfaces to determine the rotational motion and coefficient of restitution during impact. The 

tests were filmed with a high speed camera and evaluated. Some of the conclusions that where 

Figure 7: The four motions a block experience as told by 
Ritchie and at what tilt they occur (Modified from Ritchie 
1963) 
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drawn from the tests where that the bigger the slope angle was the higher the normal coefficient of 

restitution (Rn) became, the slope angle had little or no effect at the tangential coefficient of 

restitution Rt. The rotational energy increased at each impact depending on the slope angle, the 

maximum in increased rotational energy was reached at a slope angle around 40°. 

Giani et al. (2003) presented their report Experimental and theoretical studies to improve rockfall 

analysis and protection work design. Where they performed back analysis on in situ tests, the results 

were used to calibrate computer model. During their field tests they observed several factors that 

affect rockfalls, but who are usually excluded when modeling rockfalls; local variations of the slopes 

roughness and waviness can significantly alter the route the block is traveling on, the block shape 

(circular blocks have an higher motion efficiency then irregular ones).    

In 2004 Heidenreich published her doctoral about rockfall impact on sandy slopes, the study was 

performed with the usage of small- and half- scale tests. During the test periods Heidenreich tested 

different factors impact on the results, such as geometry, weight, impact speed (force) and the slope 

material. Some of the conclusions from her tests were; the commonly used coefficient of restitution 

does not only depend on ground characteristics, but also parameters related to the block and 

kinematics. When observing the impacts three mechanisms where found to govern the block motion 

during impact, penetration, sliding and rotation. Depending on impact conditions one of the motion 

types will be a larger contributor to how the block will act after impact.  

In 2009 Giacomini et al. presented their work on important factors for fragmentation of falling rock 

on impact. To test the fragmentation of they dropped rocks from heights ranging between 10-40 m 

from a crane in a quarry, and with different impact angles. The impacts where filmed and the 

fragmentation of the blocks where documented. Their results indicate that the biggest contributing 

factor seems to be the impact angle, the impact energy is of less importance. No specific threshold in 

impact energy could be found that explained that caused fragmentation. The energy dissipating 

during impact was noted to be fairly constant, and dependent on the choice of the normal direction 

coefficient of restitution, Rn.  

During a series of field tests Ferrari et al. (2013) encountered a phenomenon that Rn often was higher 

than one, which would mean that the normal velocity of the bolder would be higher after the impact, 

which is highly unlikely. Ferrari et al. decided to evaluate how this was possible in Ferrari et al. 2013a. 

Ferrari et al. used the data they got from the field tests to solve the mystery of the high value of Rn. 

They came to the conclusion that not enough focus was on the impact area, the common way is to 

think Rn and Rt is constant in a homogeneous area, which is subdivided in to different outcropping 

materials and vegetation in the area. This is not good enough according to Ferrari et al. (2013a) and 

can lead to wrong conclusions. They suggest that a more detailed description of the different 

homogenous areas could lead to better results. 

2.3 Computer simulation of rockfall and the rockfall models they are based on 

Under the years computer programs have been developed in both 2D and 3D. The programs are used 

to evaluate data from research, in rockfall control and test the design of rockfall protection. The main 

data gathered from rockfall programs are, energies, velocities during free fall, bounces, heights of 

bounces, potential trajectories and maximum run out distances.  
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Rockfall modeling programs can be categorized in two different methods to model the rockfall; 

lumped mass or rigid body. According to Peng (2000): 

 Lumped mass: this method considers the falling block as a point, dimensionless, with a 

predefined mass. This method only considers the normal and tangential velocities, not 

rotational. 

 Rigid body: this method defines the shape, dimensions and considers all motions. When all 

motion types are considered the impact face becomes weary complicated to model, hence a 

lot of parameters must be simplified, such as the shape of the boulder. 

There are programs that use both lumped mass and rigid body methods, this is called a hybrid model. 

The hybrid model uses the lumped mass for the free fall simulations and the rigid body method for 

simulation the bouncing, sliding and rolling. To perform the simulations a certain amount of inputs is 

needed, a rock face profile, material properties, coefficient of restitution and coefficient of fiction 

(Guzzetti et al. 2002). 

When working with modeling programs one must take into consideration that the programs often 

give unrealistic results. This is especially true for lumped mass programs, where the rocks often 

bounce unrealistically high and the rigid body models give a more conservative result. The 

advantages of the rigid body and hybrid models are in most cases more useful than the lumped mass 

model, as they can model all different parts of a rockfall (Heidenreich, 2004).  

The rockfall programs can also be divided in to two subcategories; deterministic or statistical.  

 Deterministic programs uses a worst case value to model the rockfall, this means that the 

parameters are fixed under the simulation, and give good results for single worst case 

trajectories parameters; energies, velocities etc. 

 The problem with the deterministic program is that it a stiff system, it only accounts for one 

value for the different parameters, where they in the “real world” shows great variability. In 

the statistical programs these have been accounted for by the usage of standard derivations 

or random values from a predefined list. The statistic changeable variables will give a wide 

spread of tested parameters and as a result a wide range of potential rockfalls will be 

modeled.   

When using 2D modeling software the first step is to define a slope contour is ether drawn in the 

program or imported .dxf file form Computer Aided Design (CAD) software or a cross section derived 

laser scanning point cloud. Next step is to define the constants used in the simulations; coefficient of 

restitution for different materials, the initial velocity of the bolder, and depending on the program 

other constants can be given. When the model set up is done, the next step is to decide the 

simulation phase: define the initial rockfall source, the source can be a point or a line source. 

2.3.1 Rocfall 

The program was developed by Stevens in 1998, and is based on the lumped mass theory. This makes 

the program to be able to perform big numbers of calculations quickly. Rocfall have a probabilistic 

approach. During the set up for a simulation the user is given possibility to add a standard variation 

to the different parameters. The standard deviation makes up for some of the uncertainty when it 
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comes to assumed parameters, since during the simulations the program has the ability to vary the 

parameters and thus give a bigger spread of results. 

2.3.2 Georock 

Georock is developed by Gesture software, this program can both run lumped mass and a rigid body 

model based of Colorado Rockfall Simulation Program, CRSP, developed by Pfeiffer 1989. 

Compared to the lumped mass model in a rigid model the boulder is defined. The boulder is given a 

shape and size, and then the boulder is assigned specific weight and an elasticity modulus.  

2.4 Summary of Literature review  

In 1963 was the first extensive research about rockfall presented by Ritchie. What Ritchie looked for 

was a scientific way to design and construct protective measures such as ditches and fences from a 

technical point of view. During the work he did not focus on the physical aspect about rockfalls but 

rather the process as a whole. After Ritchie’s work, the researchers focused on building models and 

explaining the physical parts of rockfalls. 

A rockfall can be described as an event where a rock falls from a rock cut. The failure of the rock can 

depend on a multitude of reasons for example; thaw and freezing, tree roots intrusion, weathering 

and more. A rockfall consists of four separate parts; the initial free fall, the impact face, rolling and 

sliding. 

A rockfall consists of four parts: free fall, impact, rolling and sliding. The most crucial part of the 

rockfall is the impacts. During the impacts the rock will lose kinetic energy. When modeling rockfalls 

the loss of energy is described by the coefficient of restitution. The coefficient of restitution can be 

described in more than one way, the most common method to use two coefficients of restitution 

namely the velocity vectors in normal and tangential directions. 

The coefficient of restitution is affected by many different factors, for example: impact material, 

impact angle and the weight of the block. This makes it highly site specific and hard to determine a 

specific value for a given type of impact material. When working with the coefficient of restitution in 

models it is always simplified. The two most common rockfall models are lumped mass and rigid 

body method. Lumped mass model thinks of the rock as a point with a defined mass, it neglects the 

shape of the block, and rotational velocity. The rigid body method gives the rock a shape, dimensions 

and all motions.  If the lumped mass model is combined with the rigid body method it is called a 

hybrid model, the hybrid model uses the lumped mass model for the free fall and the rigid body 

model for the impact, rolling and sliding calculations. Depending on the program a statistic model or 

deterministic model built in the modeling program, this means that the programs can give a random 

value to all the different parameters, and thus a wider range of plausible results for a test site. 
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3 Method 

3.1 Small scale laboratory test 
Before the field test a small-scale laboratory test was performed. The small scale test was preformed 

to test the cameras functionalities, quality of the films captured before and after making them in to 

slow motion and to find the most optimal way to place the cameras around a test zone. The tests 

where preformed at The Royal Institute of Technology, KTH. 

The small-scale test where performed by dropping wooden blocks from a ladder on concrete floor, 

two cameras were placed so that one camera where placed in a straight line with the landing zone 

and the other slightly of parallel with the landing zone. Three blocks of different sizes where 

dropped, see figure 8 for the blocks. Markers where drawn on the blocks.  All blocks where dropped 

3 times. The falls and bounces where recorded by 2 GoPro cameras, one GoPro Hero 3 black and the 

other one a GoPro hero 3 + black. 

The films where loaded in to VLC media player and the position of the cameras were controlled if 

they caught the entire “rockfall”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Field test 

3.2.1 Selection of test site 

One of the big challenges with this project was to find a suitable location for the test, site for this 

project must meet some certain criteria: 

 Rock cut height between 10- 15 m 

 Angle of rock cut  

 Impact zone must have a representative ground material 

 Consist of hard igneous rocks, such as granite, genesis 

 Top of the rock cut must be accessible for machinery  

 Easy to find and gather blocks in a good range of sizes 

 High factor of safety  

 Spacious landing zone, for rock travel and camera locations   

 A rock cut as clean from loose rocks as possible, to insure that rockfalls are not induced 

during testing.  

Figure 8: The three wooden blocks that were used for the small scale test 
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An optimal test location from the point of view of the purpose would have been to perform the test 

at a rock cut by a railway line, preferably close to Stockholm. To perform the tests by a railway does 

not work for a number of reasons, it is impossible to stop the trains going through Stockholm for a 

master thesis, the risk to damage installations and tracks in the track area, difficulties to get 

machines and blocks to the top of the rock cut and issues with personal safety when working around 

railways. 

When working around the tracks was eliminated, the work with find a location that is representative 

for a rock cut along railways in Sweden. Other options that were considered was a rock cut by a road, 

this was discarded for the same reason as the railways. Rock cuts at an ongoing construction site, 

here we just would have been in the way of the ongoing production.  

Another possible location is a rock quarry. A rock quarry is suitable in numerous ways for example; 

easy access to the top of the cuts, good heights cuts around 20 m, easy to gather rocks for the tests. 

There are some problems as well, a rock quarry is a production site hence they uses production 

blasting and the rock cuts are not as smooth as cuts along railroads, this increases the risk of creating 

uncontrolled rockfalls during the test series. There is also the concern about the ground material in 

the impact zone and the angle of the rock cut. Even when concerning these problems it was decided 

that a quarry was most suitable location for the field tests, this because easy access to the top of the 

cut, easy to find block in suitable sizes, available machines.  

3.2.2 The test site 

The field tests were performed at a quarry outside Stockholm, located 41 kilometers to the North 

West of Stockholm outside the town Bro. The quarry is owned by Sand & Grus AB Jehander, a part of 

Heidelberg Cement Group. See figure 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Design of the test 

Before the test a number of things had to be considered, how many blocks should be dropped, how 

large should the test area be, what cameras is the most appropriate for the task and how many, how 

to track the blocks in during the fall and safety measure.  

Figure 9: The test site is located around 30 minutes from Central Stockholm outside the town 
Bro, in the right picture you can see an orthophoto of the test site  
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3.2.4 The cameras   

For the cameras to be appropriate, they must have some important features; 

1. Be able to film at a high frame rate, between 60 – 120 FPS 

2. Be able to do it in a good resolution, preferably 720p or 1080p 

3. Controlled from a distance 

4. Easy use and learn 

5. Not too expensive 

The biggest problem was to find cameras that could do both point 1, 2 and 5. There are a lot of 

cameras that can film in HD but sacrifices the frame rate, and if a camera can film in both a high FPS 

and in HD they are really expensive. The solution was action cameras, such as GoPro™ and other 

helmet cameras. They are small, easy to use and for their low price they have a great performance in 

terms of FPS to resolution.  

The camera of choice was for the time the best one on the market, GoPro™ Hero 3+ Black. The GoPro 

hero 3+ black can capture high speed films in HD, 60 FPS/ 1080p, or 120p/ 720p, the camera costs 

under 4000 Swedish kronor, around 430 euros. Multiple GoPro cameras can be controlled with a Wi-

Fi remote from around 180 meters away. For the test we used two GoPro hero 3+ black and one 

GoPro hero 3 black, the previous generation as a backup camera. To control the cameras we used the 

GoPro Wi-Fi remote. See figure 10 for the setup.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.5 The test area 

The first part of designing the test area was to approximate the size of it, this was done by running 

computer simulations in the rockfall simulation software, Georock 2D and Rockfall. These models 

were to test how far the boulders could bounce and roll from a height similar to the test site. The 

farthest distance in a worst-case scenario was then equal to the minimum size the test area had to 

be. A safety zone was placed around the minimum area.  

For easy tracing and mapping of the boulders a local (X; Y; Z) coordinate system was designed, see 

figure 11 and 12. 

Figure 9: This figure shows the camera types and Wi-Fi remote used during the field test, 
from the left the GoPro Wi-Fi remote, GoPro hero 3 black and GoPro hero 3+ black 
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In the test area the cameras had to be located in locations where they could capture the rockfalls 

from a safe distance, but not too far away where they could miss out on details. To cover as many 

viewing angles as possible it was decided that three cameras should be used. How and where to 

locate the cameras was decided by a mix of camera settings and small-scale tests. GoPro cameras can 

capture films in 3 different field of view (FOV), ultra-wide, medium and narrow. For this test the 

narrow FOV was the most appropriate, since it has the lowest amount of distortion of the film. The 

narrow FOV is 90°, to test at what minimum distance they should be placed on, a simple CAD 

drawing was used. On the drawing the stop zones from the computer simulations was first drawn 

then three cameras with their FOV drawn. Now the cameras could be placed in different positions 

around the test area. With this method the distance for how well the cameras captures the rock fall 

in the horizontal plane was worked out, and a safe distance was decided. How the cameras captured 

the rockfall in the vertical plane was still unknown. To find this out a small scale test was performed 

where a brick wall was filmed from a distance of twelve meters. By knowing the height if the bricks 

and counting how many bricks that was filmed, the vertical film height could be calculated and the 

location of the camera could be adjusted.  

Three plumb-bobs were manufactured to be placed in the test area. The plumb- bobs were made out 

of two flor bandy balls an 85, 2 centimeter long threaded rod and a piece of string. During the test 

the plumb- bobs were connected with a 1”by 1” and a metal foot for free hanging see figure 13. The 

plum- bobs were used as reference points. They were placed in the test area so they were could be 

seen by all thee cameras and at locations spread in the assumed landing area. 

Figure 11: The coordinate system designed 
for the ground, an easy five meter by five 
meter system 

Figure 12: The coordinate system designed for 
the rock face, zero point five times one meter 
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Two drawing was made over the entire test area, one in the X; Y direction and the other in Z; Y. The 

drawings displayed the coordinate system, and the locations of all the equipment in X; Y; Z 

coordinates. 

3.2.6 Working instructions and risk analysis  

To minimize the things that could go wrong or forgotten during the field test a multitude of working 

instructions were written, one for each part of the test from the survey to how to mark the blocks. 

All the instructions can be found in appendix, 1, they are written in Swedish.  

A risk analysis of the field test was done after the first visit to the test site, can be seen in appendix 2. 

3.3 The field test  
The field test was divided in to two days, surveying, DCP test and the field test. 

3.3.1 The first day, surveying  

This day was divided in to three parts, final location selection, surveying and starting the DCP test.  

During the first visit to the test site during the feasibility study, a number of possible locations were 

found. So the first thing was to decide the final place, the place that was chosen was not perfect but 

it was the only one where a machine could securely access the top. On top of the rock cut two sticks 

where placed to mark the preferable fall zone. The spot was detected by sending one person up on 

top of the rock cut while two persons stood down on the ground directing the person on top to the 

correct location. The next step was to mark the coordinate system on the ground and on the rock 

cut. First four sticks were placed in corners around the test location, to mark out the basic scape of 

the area. To get straight lines and angles a theodolite was used to place more accurate base points. 

Between the base points lines were drawn with spray paint. Between the base lines the coordinate 

system where drawn, in the X direction it was divided into 5 meter segments and in the Y direction in 

to 2, 5 meter segments. On the rock cut a more simple solution was used. Six crosses were drawn on 

the rock cut, whit the help from a theodolite and a laser measuring tool the distance and angles to 

the crosses were found, they were later translated to points in the coordinate system.  

Figure 13: Two of the three Plumb- 
bobs placed during the field test 
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After the surveying was done a series of Dynamic Cone Penetrometer (DCP) Tests were performed. 

The DCP- test is a hand held test device originally for testing the bearing capacity of roads. The DCP 

testing device is made up of two metal rods, the rods are coupled near the midpoint, a handle, 

weight, anvil and a cone. The weight and the handle are placed on the upper rod, the cone and the 

anvil is attached to the lower rod and on the lower rod is a measuring scale. The device used in this 

test had a support leg attached, see figure 14 of a complete explanation on the parts. The DCP test 

procedure is quick and easy, the device is placed where the test is going to be performed an initial 

reading of the scale is done, then the weight is raised to the handle and dropped on the anvil, the 

penetration is then read on the scale, repeat the procedure until the penetration is zero. The test 

series where performed close to the assumed landing zone.  The penetration index from the DCP test 

can be correlated to CBR and SPT.  

The last thing performed was to investigate if the ground was leveled. This was performed with the 

theodolite.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To make it easier to work with the coordinate system in the field a temporary system was developed 

and used in the field. Instead of measuring everything from the origin, the new system used the 

central line as the reference ant the points was measured in meters to the right or left from the 

location on the centrum line. This made it easier and quicker to assign objects coordinates in the 

system, and an easy way to translate them in to the original coordinate system.  

3.3.2 The second day, the test day  

The lay out of this day was to finish the DCP – Test series, select rocks for the test and mark them, set 

up the cameras and plum- bobs and preform the test.  

The cameras were placed and given coordinates according to the temporary coordinate system, the 

height from the ground level to the center of the lens was measured on all the cameras, and then the 

plum- bobs were placed and given coordinates.  

Figure 14: The DCP test rig, all the measurements are in meters 
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The blocks where chosen from a large heap of debris. Twelve blocks with different shapes and sizes 

where chosen. The blocks where marked each block was assigned a number and a cross was painted 

on with spray paint. The block where then transported to the top of the rock cut. 

For the field test a front loader picked up one of the blocks, not in order, and waited for a signal that 

the cameras were turned on and then gently dropped the block to let it slide over the edge of the 

rock cut. After the block stopped, the cameras were turned off and another block was made ready. 

After all the blocks had been dropped and it was safe to enter the test area again the end locations of 

the blocks were given coordinates, the depth of impact marks was measured and the size of the 

blocks was measured. 

3.4 Evaluation of the field test 
The video files from the cameras were evaluated by using three different software, Windows 

Media Player, paint.NET, a free to download software from getpaint.net produced by dotPDN 

LLC and Image Modeler from Autodesk software. Media player was used to play the films frame 

by frame. This was done for all of the rockfalls, when going through them frame by frame a number 

of crucial moments during the fall was screenshotted, the points where; the first impact with the 

ground, the top of the bounce, second impact with the ground and a set start point for the block 

above the ground. The number of frames between the events where counted. This was repeated for 

all of the cameras, until there was a total of twelve figures for each of the rockfalls.  

All of the screenshots where loaded in to paint.net and for each of the rockfalls three sequence 

figures was created, one from each of the camera, see figure 15, 16 and 17. 

Image modeler is modeling software for architects, where one can import pictures, calibrate them, 

take measurements and then produce a 3D model of the object from the picture. In this project 

Image modeler was used for calibrating and measuring the distance the rocks traveled between the 

crucial moments and the angles needed to calculate the velocities in the normal and tangential 

directions. 

When using image modeler, the first step is to load the figures in to the program, when doing this 

information regarding the cameras zoom needs to be added, this is for the next step the calibration. 

To perform the calibration eight points are needs to be identified, the points must be visible in the all 

the figures, on these points a calibration marker is placed. After eight is placed the program will 

calibrate the figures. If the distance is known between two points, the length can be added to the 

calibration process, this makes the calibration more accurate. Now measurements can be obtained 

from the figures. To make it easier to take the measurements calibration points where added to the 

points of interest.  

Figure 16: Picture from camera 2 Figure 15: Picture from camera 1 Figure 17: Picture from camera 3 
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To see how the rocks behaved during the impact windows media player was used to look at the 

impacts frame by frame from just before the impact to the rock left the ground. To understand how 

the block moved in both X and Z directions video material was used from both camera one and three, 

since one was filming perpendicular Y and three perpendicular to X. Auto CAD was used to sketch the 

behavior of the block during impact.   

3.4.1 Calculations and redesigning the old coordinate system  

Since all of the measurements and coordinates from the field test where in the temporary coordinate 

system it was important to translate it in to the original coordinate system and assign coordinates to 

the markers on the rock cut. To give coordinates to the rock cut markers the data from the surveying 

was used. From the surveying day information about the distance and angles to the markers from the 

theodolite was available. The measurements were in meters and the angles were measured in 

gradians, gon.  

The gradians where converted to radians with excel; 

63,66

X
       (6) 

Where X is the angle value in gradians, and 63, 66 is the conversion constant for gradians to radians. 

With trigonometry the distances were calculated and the markers were given coordinates according 

to the temporary coordinate system, due to the original system was going to be remodeled due to 

the cameras was moved further back during the field test than initially planned when first designing 

the test. To fit the cameras in to the remodeled old coordinate system the base line was moved in 

steps of five meter until the cameras was inside the coordinate system. When the new outlines of 

coordinate system were finished the old coordinates where converted in to new coordinates.  

For the calculations the coefficient of restitution the data from Image modeler and the manually 

collected data from the films were used. The main objective was to find the tangential and normal 

coefficients, from Image modeler the data gathered was for the direction the block traveled, to find 

the tangential and normal the trigonometric formulas was used. To calculate the coefficients of 

restitution equation equations (3) and (4) were used.  

3.4.2 Computer rockfall simulations  

The values were put into the simulation software Georock and Rocfall. Quick simulations for each of 

the rockfalls were performed, to see if the results from the calculations would match how the blocks 

moved in real life. If the values from the calculations were bad it would show in the result. If the 

calculated numbers were bad it would show in the simulation.   

3.4.3 DCP test  

A total of nineteen DCP test were performed, for each of the tests two plots were drawn. The first 

plot was plotted over the amount of blows/ total penetration and the second a plot over the 

penetration from the surface/ DCPi, where the DCPi is the DCP penetration index which is the 

penetration in millimeters / blows. From DCPi, a value for the grounds bearing capacity can be 

calculated, the value is called California bearing ratio, CBR. The CBR value can be derived through the 

following equation (Siekmeir et al. 1999); 
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log10( ) 2,46 1,12*log10(DCPi)CBR      (7) 

Where DCPi is the DCP penetration index and CBR is the California bearing ratio. The first blow from 

the tests is excluded from the calculations. 

With the CBR values it is possible to calculate the Elastic deformation module, with the following 

equation (Siekmeir et al. 1999);  

  0.6417.6*E MPa CBR  , were CBR is the California Bearing Ratio.  (8) 

The E- modulus was calculated for the average CBR for each DCP test. 

3.4.4 Correlation between soil stiffness derived from the DCP tests and Coefficient of 

restitution 

To evaluate if the DCP rig could be useful to quickly determine the Coefficient of restitution in the 

field, a number of plots where made to investigate if there was any correlations with the data from 

the DCP tests and the calculated CRt and CRn values.  

This where done by choosing the closest DCP test point to the impacts of the blocks, and plotting the 

first impact penetration values and four different average penetration values against  CRt and CRn. 

The average values were: the average penetration per blow in mm over the whole DCP test, average 

mm per blow in the soft part of the soil, average mm per blow in the hard part of the soil, and 

average mm per blow in the top layer of the soft soil. The soil hardness was derived from 

penetrations values from the DCP test.    
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 Results 

4.1 Surveying 
The data from the surveying was used to assign coordinates to the equipment, block and markers in 

the test area. Se figure 18 and 19. 

 

From the surveying data the ground was considered to be flat. 

Figure 18: The horizontal coordinate system with all the equipment from the test including the blocks end location 

Figure 19: Coordinates of painted markings on rock face 
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4.2 Field test 
Out of the twelve blocks that were dropped only eleven got on film, the cameras did not start during 

the second test. From the eleven rockfalls that were captured on film, nine resulted of them had at 

least one bounce. One of the nine blocks, number eight, impacted with a previous block during the 

first bounce, which resulted in that no information about the velocity after the impact could be 

drawn from the test. One of the two blocks that did not bounce started to roll sideways when it 

impacted with the ground. The final block stopped on impact. See figure 15 to 17 for a rockfall 

sequences and in appendix 3 there are the pictures of the other rockfalls and a link to all the films. 

During the test observations, about the blocks behavior during the fall were made, the observations 

can be seen in table 3. The end locations of the blocks can be seen in figure 18. 

4.3 Evaluation of the field test 

4.3.1 Video evaluation 

Form the videos the travel time for the rockfalls where found, the travel time for the different 

sections of the rockfall were in all the cases less than one second, it was decided that the time would 

not be used in the calculations instead the number of frames it took the block to travel the different 

sections. The results can be seen in table 4 and an explanation of the sections in figure 20.  

Table 3: Observations during the field test 

Block (in the drop order) Behavior  Comment 

1 Fragmented   

2  Was not captured on film 

3 Fragmented  

4   

5 Fragmented  

6 Shuffled over the edge 
of the rock cut, collided 
with block five 

 

7   

8 Fragmented, collided  

9 Shuffled over the edge 
of the rock cut, collided 

 

10 Shuffled over the edge 
of the rock cut, no 
bounce but rolled 
sideways on contact 
with the ground    

 

11 Did not bounce   
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Table 4: The amount of frames for the blocks to travel a section, se figure 21 for an explanation of S1, S2 and S3 

Block  S1 (Frames) S2(Frames) S3(Frames) 

1 19 33 32 

3 23 15 16 

4 22 31 31 

5 22 13 20 

6 23 23 28 

7 20 20 25 

8 21 9  Collision 

9 21 30 25 

10 20 Stopped 
rolling after 
150 frames 

- 

11 20 Stop - 

Figure20: An explanatory figure of the classifications 
of the different sections  
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 4.3.2 Image Modeler and calculating coefficients of restitutions  

In Image Modeler all of the sections and angles in the figures, were measured, the lengths and angles 

can be seen in table 5. In figure 20 an example of the measuring process can be seen.  

 

 

 

 

 

Together with the results from chapter 4.3.1 the velocities and coefficient of restitutions were 

calculated. The results can be seen in table 6. In the case of blocks one, three and five the coefficient 

of restitution in the tangential direction is higher than one and for block six. The range of the 

coefficient of restitution should be between one and zero, because if a value is higher than one it 

means that the block gained velocity in the direction of vector. This is most likely not the answer in 

this case, more likely the data from image modeler was in some way wrong, even after redoing the 

measuring process the results remained virtually unchanged. Previous research have not shown 

similar results for the tangential vector but rather the normal vector. The values that are interesting 

is the coefficient of restitution in the normal direction for block six and seven, they are 0, 003 and 0, 

06 representatively. These values are much lower than values from any previous research. The 

corresponding CRt values for the blocks are 0.9 which is high. The soil close to the impact for both 

blocks were hard according to the DCP test we performed. There is also the possibility that energy in 

the normal direction was lost during the impact when the block started to rotate. 

To investigate how the calculated values rockfall path compared to the real ones, they were quickly 

tested with Georock. When comparing the bounce pattern from the simulations and the field test 

there was some similarities, but in all the simulations the blocks went a lot further than during the 

field test, for block five the simulation block traveled 12.5 meters longer than the field test. How well 

the simulation values corresponds to the values from the field test it is hard to say, the simulation 

can only model the rockfalls in two directions Z and X while during the field test the blocks can also 

travel in the Y direction with a number of blocks did. And during the field test the blocks had longer 

Figure 20: The measuring process from the perspective from all three cameras, with camera one in the top 
left, camera two in the top right and camera three in the lowest picture 
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contact during the impacts due to the rotation of the block upon impact. During the free fall all of the 

blocks rotated and on impacting the rotational energy forced the blocks to rotate when in contact 

with the ground. The ground contact for block one is illustrated in figure 21, the rest can be found in 

appendix 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5: Result from Image Modeler, se figure 21 for an explanation of S1, S2 and S3 

Block S1 (m) S2(m) S3 (m) α1 (°) α2(°) α3(°) 

1 2,33 1,84 1,57 13,16 11,54 13,27 

3 3,53 0,8 0,94 15,51 11,27 42,13 

4 3,09 0,99 0,80 15,05 11,27 57,20 

5 2,52 0,58 0,81 14,43 57,41 8,00 

6 3,09 0,99 0,71 12,77 5,84 8,15 

7 0,29 0,74 0,68 11,31 15,55 17,02 

8 2,57 1,09 - 19,50 21,11 - 

9 3,15 1,54 0,88 13,65 13,33 23,76 

10 2,83 1,84 - 11,84 - - 

11 2,84 - - 18,18 - - 
 

Table 6: Results for velocities and Coefficients of restitutions, se figure 21 for an explanation of S1, S2 and S3  

Block V (m/frames) 
 

CR 
(Va/Vb) 

V t, 

before 
V t, 

after 
V n, 

before 
V n, 

after 
CR t CR n 

 S1 S2 S3        

1 0,12 0,06 0,05 0,4 0,028 0,048 0,12 0,011 1,7 0,1 

3 0,15 0,05 0,06 0,4 0,041 0,044 0,15 0,039 1,1 0,3 

4 0,14 0,03 0,03 0,2 0,036 0,014 0,14 0,021 0,4 0,2 

5 0,11 0,04 0,04 0,4 0,028 0,040 0,11 0,0057 1,4 0,1 

6 0,13 0,04 0,03 0,2 0,030 0,026 0,13 0,0036 0,9 0,003 

7 0,15 0,04 0,03 0,2 0,028 0,026 0,14 0,0079 0,9 0,06 

8 0,12 0,12 - - 0,041 - 0,098 - - - 

9 0,015 0,04 0,04 0,2 0,035 0,032 0,15 0,014 0,8 0,1 

10 0,14 0,01 - - 0,029 - 0,14 - - - 

11 0,14 - - - 0,044 - 0,13 - - - 

Figure21: The behavior of block one on ground contact 
seen from two different angles 
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4.3.3 The DCP test  

During the DCP test the data is collected in a protocol, the data written down is the penetration for 

each blow. The protocols can be seen in, appendix 5. The DPI is calculated as well as the penetration 

from the surface.  

From the DPI values the CBR values were calculated with equation (7), for all the DCP points the 

average CBR value for each point were calculated. The average CBR value was then used to calculate 

the elasticity deformation module with equation (8). To categorize the soil it was divided in to a soft 

upper part and a hard lower part. This was done by looking at the DPI values, a value equal to and 

above 10 mm/ blow were categorized as a soft soil, however there were some exceptions, if a value 

of 10 mm/ blow was in the middle of the hard part it was regarded as a part of the hard part of the 

soil. Three DCP test spots were considered to only have a hard part. The results can be seen in table 

7. 

With the help of the CBR values it is possible to classify the soil type on the DCP test location, 

different CBR values correlate to different soil types, see table 8 for information on which soil type 

correlates to what range of CBR values and for the results for the test area.  

From the DCP values we classified the soils as hard or soft, we did this the easiest way possible all 

values greater than ten were considered as soft and numbers equal and lower than ten were 

considered as hard.  
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Table 7: The results from the DCP test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Point Coordinate 
(X; Y) 

Average 
CBR  

E-
modulus 

Average 

DPI soft 

part 

 

Average 

DPI 

Hard 

part 

Average 

DPI over 

the 

whole 

length 

Depth 
to hard 
part 
(mm) 

1 5; 13,5 35,99 174,37 10,9 5,7 8,0 163 

2 5; 15,5 23,88 134,10 18,0 8,2 12,0 189 

3 5; 17,5 28,09 148,78 14,2 7,1 9,8 85 

4 5; 19,5 42,12 192,85 17,0 6,5 7,1 17 

5 5; 21,5 48,78 211,84 14,7 5,2 7,0 44 

6 5; 23,5 55,16 229,18 15,5 5,2 5,9 31 

7 5; 12,5 43,50 196,86 15,0 6,0 9,0 105 

8 5; 14,5 27,51 146,82 11,2 6,2 9,5 134 

9 5; 16,5 61,55 245,82 17,0 4,5 8,2 85 

10 5; 17 51,20 218,50 15,0 5,1 11,7 210 

11 5; 17.25 45,70 203,16 - 6,5 6,5 221 

12 4; 17,5 50,78 217,34 12,3 5,3 6,8 49 

13 5; 18,5 47,81 209,13 - 5,9 5,9 118 

14 5; 20,5 53,28 224,13 15,0 4,9 5,2 15 

15 5; 22,5 73,18 274,63 13,3 4,4 5,5 53 

16 6; 17,5 40,43 187,86 10,4 6,1 6,7 52 

17 7; 17,5 56,49 231,69 10,0 4,8 4,9 10 

18 8; 17,5 56,74 233,34 - 5,1 5,1 82 

19 9; 17,5 49,32 213,32 12,0 4,6 7,0 96 
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 Table 8: Soil types in the different DCP test locations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

DCP 
Point 

Coordinate (X; Y) Average CBR (%) Type of soil 

1 5; 13,5 35,25 Sand 

2 5; 15,5 23,03 Sand 

3 5; 17,5 27,04 Sand 

4 5; 19,5 40,25 Sand 

5 5; 21,5 16,36 Gravel 

6 5; 23,5 53,76 Gravel 

7 5; 12,5 41,79 Sand 

8 5; 14,5 26,59 Gravel 

9 5; 16,5 58,37 Gravel 

10 5; 17 49,19 Gravel 

11 5; 17,25 45,18 Gravel 

12 4; 17,5 48,67 Gravel 

13 5; 18,5 47,05 Gravel 

14 5; 20,5 52,15 Gravel 

15 5; 22,5 71,15 Gravel 

16 6; 17,5 39,96 Sand 

17 7; 17,5 55,65 Gravel 

18 8; 17,5 55,23 Gravel 

19 9; 17,5 47,59 Gravel 
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4.4 Correlation between the stiffness of the soil derived from the DCP tests 

and the Coefficient of restitution 
To find a correlation between the soil stiffness from the DCP test a number of plots were 

constructed, the plots can be seen in figure 22 to 26, the stiffness in the plots are written as the 

penetration in mm.  

This were done by plotting different averages and initial soil stiffness values from the closest DCP test 

point to the closest impacts point of each of the blocks we had CRt and CRn values for if they were 

close to a DCP point. The soil stiffness values were chosen to represent the different stiffness’s the 

blocks had to experience while hitting and penetrating the ground, the initial impact stiffness (figure 

25), the average stiffness of full length top half of the soil, both soft or hard depending on the ground 

type (figure 26), the average stiffness of full length of the soft soil (figure 25), the average stiffness of 

full length of the hard part of the soil (figure 24) and the average stiffness of full length of the DCP 

test (figure 23). The soft part of the soil has a penetration higher than or equal to 10 mm / blow and 

the hard part have a penetration lower than 10 mm/blow. To decide the closest DCP points to the 

impacts we made a drawing were both the DCP locations and the impacts were present, and then it 

was simply to measure the closest ones. See figure 27 for the drawing.  

What we would expect to see from these plots would be that high CR values tends to gather around 

the harder type of soil, penetration per blow lower than 10, and lower CR values would gather 

around the softer soils, penetration per blow higher than 10. For figure 22, penetration of the first 

DCP blow, we can see that the high value for both CRt and CRn gather around the harder soils, but the 

trend is more significant for CRt then for CRn. However the same trend cannot be seen as clearly in 

any of the other plots. For figure 23 and 25, there is a trend that leans slightly towards the trend of 

figure 24. As for figure 22 the trend is more significant for CRt then for CRn in figures 23 and 25. The 

trend for CRn in most of the figures is that it contradicts the trend we were expecting, in that low 

values gather around the harder soils, less penetration per blow. Here we did not consider any 

factors other than the stiffness of the soil in the impact zone. We excluded other factors that would 

have an impact on the results, such as the rotations of the blocks, impact angle and the motion of the 

block in the X; Y; Z directions.  
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Figure22: Charts showing the results from plotting CRt and CRn values against the penetration of the first CPT 
blow of the DCP test 

Figure24: Charts showing the results from plotting CRt and CRn values against the average mm per CPT blow of 
the hard part of the soil 

Figure 25: Charts showing the results from plotting CRt and CRn values against the average mm per CPT 
blow of Soft part of the soil 

Figure 10: Charts showing the results from plotting CRt and CRn values against the average mm per CPT blow of 
the full length of the DCP test 
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4.5 Results from the field test compared to the rockfall simulators  
Before we started with the computer simulations, it was already clear that it would be impossible to 

get results from three of the blocks, number one, three and five. We came to this conclusion because 

they all had measured CRt values higher than one, this is because the blocks had CRt values higher 

than one. If values higher than one are entered in to the simulation software the simulated rocks will 

bounce around until the program have reached the maximum amount of bounces and will terminate 

the simulations. We still did run the simulations to see how the initial bounces would compare to the 

movies. 

The calculated values from the field test were put in to the different software (Georock and Rocfall); 

the results from the programs were compared to the results from the field test. And since the 

simulation software works only in 2D only the films from camera number one was used for the 

comparison.  

Figure 27: This figure shows the initial impact points of the rockfalls and the DCP test points. The 
initial impact points of the rocks are symbolized by the squares and the DCP test points are 
symbolized by the crosses  

Figure 26: Charts showing the results from plotting CRt and CRn values against the average mm per blow of the 
top layer of the soil 
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For the computer simulations we made a .DXF file that were used as the standard rock cut profile for 

both program. For all of the blocks tested ten simulations were performed. The coefficients of 

restitutions from the field test was used unchanged for Georock but it had to be altered when used 

in Rocfall, because Rocfall does not accept values higher than one, see table 9. All of the in data for 

the different tests can be seen in appendix 6. 

Table 9: The different values for the coefficient of restitution depending on the software. The row for solid rock was used 
to model the predesigned rock cut, this value is the standard for hard rocks in the different software  

N Description CRt CRn CRt CRn 

  Georock Rocfall 

1 Solid rock 0,9 0,8 0,99 0,53 

2 Block 1 1,7 0,1 1 0,1 

3 Block 3 1,1 0,3 1 0,3 

4 Block 4 0,4 0,2 0,4 0,2 

5 Block 5 1,4 0,1 1 0,1 

6 Block 6 0,9 0,03 0,9 0,03 

7 Block 7 0,9 0,1 0,9 0,1 

8 Block 9 0,8 0,1 0,8 0,1 

When comparing the results we could see that in many cases the blocks followed a similar path in the 

simulations as they did on the films. However as reported by previous research we did see that all 

the blocks bounced higher and they ended farther away than they did during the field test. 

Depending on the software used the bounce height could be a lot higher than during the real test, 

see figure 28 The difference in travel length of the blocks between the simulations and the field test 

can be seen in table 10. The results from the other seven tests can be seen in appendix 6.  

  

Figure 28: A comparison for block one between Rocfall on the left and Georock on the right, the difference between 
the different models the two programs are using that Georock gives a more natural bounce then Rocfall. For this 
figure the same parameters except the CRt value were entered in to the software. 
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 Table 10: The results from the simulation software compared to the real field test, the average travel distance is the 
average distance the ten simulation blocks traveled.  

 

As we can see from the results there is a big difference between the software and the field test 

results. To clarify one thing in Georock there is the possibility to enter numbers greater than one for 

the coefficient of restitution, but in Rocfall you cannot enter numbers greater than one, but it is 

unknown if Georock actually uses the entered number or scales it down to one, see table 9 to see the 

values entered in the different software. When looking at the average travel distance there is a clear 

difference between the software, this can be explained, in Rocfall around half of the rocks stopped 

before they were pushed of the rock cut, this gave short travel distances, around zero point three 

meters or shorter.  

Bloc
k 

Max travel distance [m] Average travel 
distance [m] 

Difference 
between field test 
and simulation 
[m] 

Difference  
between field test 
and simulation 
[%] 

 Field 
Test  

Georock  Rocfall Georo
ck  

Rocfall Georoc
k 

Rockfall Geor
ock 

Rocfall 

1 16,50 19,81 21,68 18,33 10,98 3,31 5,18 17 24 

3 11,80 21,00 21,68 20,94 6,71 9,20 9,88 44 46 

4 8,50 10,35 21,68 8,71 4,56 1,85 13,18 18 61 

5 9,20 20,76 21,68 20,69 8,83 11,56 12,48 56 58 

6 8,60 21,55 14,11 19,99 4,08 12,95 5,51 60 39 

7 11,5 21,55 16,97 18,31 6,40 10,05 5,47 47 32 

9 10,0 13,77 10,73 13,59 2,28 3,77 0,73 27 7 
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5 Discussion 
The main purpose with this thesis was to perform a field test to investigate the possibility of 

determining the coefficient of restitution of a falling block with the help of stereo video analysis. The 

field test itself worked out as follows: a total of eleven blocks were pushed of a rock cut in a quarry 

and ten of the eleven blocks were successfully filmed with good quality. The block that was not 

filmed due to a camera failure or human error. However during the test not everything worked out 

as planned. First due to the location of the zone were the blocks were dropped from the persons 

operating the machinery could not stay completely safe there for extended periods of time, hence 

the blocks had to be pushed of the rock cut in a higher tempo then planned. This lead to that the 

previous dropped blocks could not be safely removed from the test site. This did mean that the old 

blocks could not be removed which was originally planned. With the old blocks left in the test area 

they posed three problems, first what could happen if a falling block hit one of the old blocks ether 

during the free fall or during its rolling phase? In one way one could say that the old blocks were a 

way to make the test more viable due to replicating more natural environment for the blocks to fall 

into. The second and more important problem what if the old blocks ended up blocking the view of 

the cameras and made it impossible to track the impact of the rest of the blocks. This time we were 

lucky, only one blocks had its path hindered by an old block in such way it could not been used. It 

impacted with a previous block before it reached the maximum of its arc; this meant that the velocity 

after impact could not be correctly calculated. The second problem possible problem causes little to 

no problem at all, since we used three cameras if one of them was obscured the two other got the 

impact on film. And the third problem was that the blocks where not dropped in the numbered order 

we had planned, this made it hard to relocate the blocks after the test was done. The second 

problem was that it made it more complicated to measure for example the penetration depths of the 

blocks and the distance traveled between the bounces. Since we could not enter the test area we 

had to wait until all the blocks had been pushed down. This meant we could not distinguish what 

impact mark belonged to a specific block. This led to problems later in the process.  

The most of the induced rockfalls went well, but there was two that was unusable for the project, the 

two last blocks ether started to roll sideways or stopped directly on impact. Other than that we got a 

wide spread regarding the reach and bouncing behavior of the blocks. Most of the smaller blocks 

bounced sideways and the bigger ones followed a straighter path. This most likely depended on the 

shape and size of the blocks.   

The filming went well; all of the films were in good quality. The only problem was that the films from 

camera three were filmed in half the number of frames as camera one and two. This was discovered 

later during the evaluation of the films. It was slightly confusing to see the block hit the ground in half 

the amount of frames. This was a slight problem since all of the films had to be compared by hand, 

e.g. all of the frames had to be counted by clicking through them one by one. The problem did not lay 

with counting the frames but rather but rather when the cameras captures less frames the films 

becomes less detailed and it can be hard to find the exact same points as in the other two films 

which displays twice as many frames.  The biggest problem with the films was the cameras did 

capture the films with a slight wide angle lens which means that the films get distorted. Usually 

distortion can be fixed with calibration, this was tested but it did not end well, even with support 

from the developer of the calibration software. Due to the failure of the calibration we had to work 

with distorted films. The distortion most likely led to some errors when measuring the lengths and 
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angles of the bounces during the rockfalls. And since we did not know how big this error was we 

could not calibrate the data after the measuring was done.  

The video stereo analysis is the part of the thesis that did not work out well, although there was a 

large amount of effort put in to get it to work in a satisfying way. From the start of the project we 

had huge problem to find software that fitted our needs and had a reasonable price. There were 

several candidates that were found during the literature study, but the prices of them were too great 

for the budget. This meant we had to look out for alternatives; the first choice was to look around 

other institutes and schools around Sweden. That did not result in anything either. Several shareware 

programs were tested to but they did not have the precision and functions needed. This led to we 

discarded analyze moving pictures and instead use screenshots from the movies and use a 3D 

modeling program. In the end we used Image Modeler from Autodesk, this program allowed us to 

work with several windows simultaneously. Image Modeler had another function; it allowed us to 

automatically calibrate the measurements by entering a known distance in to the program. Image 

modeler was easy learning, but hard to use. Due to the 3D aspect of the software when placing the 

measuring markers, you had to find the exact location of the markers in the other two pictures. This 

was a problem especially with the pictures from the third camera, were the blocks did not line up 

one hundred percent. Here we had to try to find the overlapping points in all three pictures with the 

help of the support lines the program plotted after marking one point in the first picture. At some 

points these lines would be more a problem than help, since some of the blocks moved sideways 

upon impact. In 3D it is hard to draw a line correctly connecting two points that might not even 

overlap to one hundred percent. Again we had to seek help of the support lines and move the points 

around to get a matching point. All guesses during the analysis increased the errors in the data to be 

used to future calculations.  

For future projects we have some suggestions on software to use for the stereo analysis from 

previous research; WINanalyze (http://winanalyze.com/), is a motion analysis software often used by 

researchers, for example, Heidenrich, 2014. Another software that could be used is photomodeler 

motion (http://www.photomodeler.com/products/motion/default.html). This is a highly advanced 

modeling software often used in the engineering industry and in surveying. Both software are quite 

expensive photomodeler costs around $3500us. 

The coefficient of restitution calculated from the measuring data had surprisingly wide spread, from 

unrealistically low CRn values to unrealistically high CRt values. To get high CRt values was not 

expected since many on the previous works have not gotten high CRt numbers but high CRn numbers. 

What surprised us was the amount of high numbers, three of seven CRt was above one, which would 

mean that those blocks would not loose energy during impact in the tangential vector, but rather 

gain energy. The low CRn values were a new occurrence. Values lower than 0.1 has never been 

reported before in any of the references. Why they are so low we can only speculate. The most likely 

scenario is because the errors accumulated during the measuring process and the distortion that the 

camera lens gave. It is here we see why accumulating to many errors can be dangerous; errors 

corrupt your data to a degree where it becomes harder to trust. Due to these strange values we 

redid the measuring process, but the answers we got just changed slightly to the better. Possible 

reasons for the unusually low values for CRn, that in the quarry the ground was softer than it would 

be in around natural rock slopes and rock cuts for infrastructure were the ground would be 

compacted to achieve stability and a high resistance to settlements. The softness on the ground 

http://winanalyze.com/
http://www.photomodeler.com/products/motion/default.html
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allowed the blocks to penetrate further down in the ground and hence a lot of the forces from the 

rockfall got absorbed during the penetration in the soft surface compared to a hard surface were the 

counteracting force would act quicker to force the rock away leading to higher values for the 

coefficient of restitution. The absorption of the force can also depend on the possibility of air pockets 

in the ground materials due to the unpacked blast material. The high values that we got was not so 

unusual, this have been discussed in previous research were high CRn was recorded by for example 

Ferrari et al. (2013), they concluded that the problem most likely was that the impact zone is not 

homogeneous. Another reason is why we got values that are not agreeing with the old research is 

that they used equipment that were meant for science and could be calibrated to minimize the 

errors in measuring. And in their research they used motion tracking software capable of both 

measuring and calculate velocities and we used windows movie player to click through each film and 

calculated the number of frames it took for the rocks to travel a certain distance from three angles, 

and for distances we used an outdated architectural 3D modeling software with a not so friendly 

measuring tool, and enter the human factor. This is bound to give big errors that will get bigger 

during the calculations.      

 When comparing our results that were in the normal range 0.1 to 0.9, to results derived from 

international studies, our results are looking good and with little difference from the results they 

derived for the coefficient of restitution for rockfalls on soft soils.  

The DCP test rig was indeed easy to use in the field, it yielded good data from all the test points, and 

the evaluation methods were easy to use, with a calculator that can handle lists and programing it 

would be no problem to calculate the E- modulus and average penetration depth for each point in 

the field. However we did not find any significant correlation between the average penetration and 

the coefficient of restitution, there was a slight correlation for CRt in some scenarios but they were 

too weak to conclude anything from them. Since our results for the coefficient of restitution was 

somewhat unreliable and strange, it should not be concluded that there is no correlation between 

the results from the DCP test and the coefficient of restitution that we determined from the videos. 

It would be valuable to find a correlation with an easy to use tool and such a complicated to 

determine constant as the coefficient of restitution is. To test this thoroughly a field study should be 

performed where more than eleven blocks are dropped. Around twenty to thirty or more blocks or 

more have been used in previous works and yielded reliable results for the coefficient of restitution. 

Before the test the most of the test area should be tested with the DCP rig, every meter or with a 

closer distance. This is done to make it easier to locate a DCP test point in the proximity of the blocks 

impact zones. For our test series the DCP locations were only closely placed on the baseline, for the 

rest of the field they were only placed along the midline, which was to sparse. When placed in this 

order many of the blocks had to be paired with the same DCP point and these points was not 

necessary close by. When most of the points are plotted against only a few points it is hard to get a 

correlation. Another potential problem is that all of the blocks we choose had different sizes, shapes 

and weights to give a natural spread of results, if only the correlation between DCP and Coefficient of 

restitution values another approach to the problem. To eliminate the problem of different shapes of 

blocks in the same test one should have two or three test groups were rocks of the same size, shape 

and weight can be tested with similar specimen. And get more than one data group that can be 

compared against each other.   
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The results from the rockfall test should be evaluated with the aid of computer programs to minimize 

the risk of human errors. The results from both tests should then be plotted against each other as 

shown in this thesis, or in a better way. For the evaluation of the DCP test it might have been good to 

have made a Kriging or other type of interpolation to get a surface interpolation of our values, and 

from this might get a better understanding of the soils underneath our rock cut.  

As expected the results from the computer simulated rockfalls did show us results to similar research 

the bounces slightly to high and the reach of the blocks was greater than in the field. There are many 

reasons behind this. One is the limitations of the computer programs they are built to do the 

simulation around the coefficient of restitution but they do not take other things such as how the 

block rotates either in the air or when the blocks hit the ground. When the blocks are hitting the 

ground in the real test they penetrate the ground and all of the blocks are rotating when hitting the 

ground. In most cases the blocks spins a considerable amount, which cannot be neglected due to the 

energy loss during the ground contact. This could be the one of the major causes behind why the 

simulations show higher bounces and reach.  

The second cause can be that during the field test the blocks do not only move in a straight line, but 

moves sideway. Since the software only can do the simulations in two dimensions and not three, we 

fail to see how the block is affected when traveling sideways.  

A final word on rockfall simulating tools, these tools gives an indication of how the rockfall can turn 

out, they are an easy and cheap method to investigate different scenarios without having to rely on 

expensive in situ tests. However they only give an indication often an excessive picture of the reach 

and bounce height. To get the better view at least one visit to the site must be done, where the rock 

face must be examined for weaknesses and what fractions the ground material consists of. A second 

way is to do back calculations of previous rockfalls. And the third is to do a full scale field test; this 

method is expensive and takes a lot of time and work. And as seen in this thesis they do not always 

yield reliable results.  
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6 Conclusion 
This thesis did not yield any clear results. Many of the results we did see have been shown before by 

previous researchers, for example that the rockfall simulation software is helpful at modeling 

possible scenarios at how rockfalls can turn out. For them to work properly a field test should be 

performed to gather information about the site. For a field test to work out properly it should be 

planned far ahead with both the persons in charge of the test site and your colleges. During the 

evaluation of the data try to avoid as much human errors as possible, e.g. use as much computer 

programs during the video analysis as possible. When measuring and counting frames is done 

manually it is bound to generate errors. These errors will affect your calculations and you will end up 

with unreliable results.  

As for the method we tried for this thesis with filming rockfalls to determine the coefficient of 

restitution, and evaluate the results, I think this method the method we used with three cameras and 

the positions we placed them in were the correct way to set up the test. With this camera setup we 

caught the complete bounce sequence from three angles, this makes it easy to evaluate. Something 

that was noticed was that the usage of cameras without a viewfinder leads to problems when trying 

to capture the whole scene of the rockfall, when it is not possible to see exactly what the camera is 

filming you will encounter problems like the ones we did with you have to calculate the positions of 

the cameras, the calculated position was a few meters to close to the drop zone and we did not film 

the complete fall sequence from the beginning of the rockfall, the first few meters was not captured. 

Another thing that must be considered is the equipment and software used, must be chosen to fit 

the chosen method of work. The software used in this thesis was meant for working with 3D 

modeling of buildings not tracking objects in a moving 3D environment but just to determine 

coordinates of an object at a fixed time. And the cameras we used were meant to be used for filming 

when doing action sports, this made them hard to calibrate. If equipment and soft wares had been 

chosen with the right area of usage this thesis might have yielded better results. If this is a method 

the Swedish transport administration are planning to use they will have to buy the equipment and 

software that are meant for using for motion tracing such as cameras with the capability to film with 

high frames per second rate and software that are capable taking measurements and do calculations 

from videos. As for the person evaluating the results from the field test must have experience with 

working with the analysis software and cameras. That experience will only come with practice and 

education in how to use the products. 

The most interesting part of this thesis would have been if a significant correlation was found 

between the results from the DCP test and the calculated coefficient of restitution. In this study we 

did not find any clear correlation between the two. This is a subject that should be studied in future 

more detailed research. 

Computer aided rockfall simulations is a great and cheap tool to help with the design of rockfall 

prevention and protection. However the mechanics of models the software uses it not perfect and 

still needs to be perfected. It would be favorable if it became standard with 3D simulations for 

rockfall simulations since 2D in many cases misses out on important mechanics. If 3D simulations 

would become the standard of the rockfall simulations it would be a great idea to implement the 

usage of 3D scanners during the field test, this would be a great help to model the slopes which are 

interesting.    
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The next big step in the future of rockfall research is to develop a model that takes in consideration 

not only the energy loss by the coefficient of restitution but also the rotation the block experiences 

during the short contact with the ground. The rotation causes another energy loss then the one 

described by the coefficient of restitution, this can be one of the main reasons to why the simulation 

software often gives an exaggerative bounce, since they only account for the coefficient of 

restitution. To develop these software a detailed study of the contact rotation of the rockfall must be 

performed. This will be a hard task to preform since there is a multitude of parts to the contact 

rotation; the initial rotation of the block, size, shape of the block, did the rotation direction change 

during the impact and the exit rotation. Another way to look at this is the energy balance of the 

impact, the energy before the impact should be the equal to the energy lost during the impact and 

the energy lost during impact plus the energy the block still has when it leaves the ground.  
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Appendix 1 Step by step testing procedure  
 

Plats  

Sand & Grus AB Jehander Stenbrott, Bro  

Syfte 
Inducera ett antal rockfalls. Data från fallen analyseras från videoupptagning och observation av bl.a. 

distans blocken färdas  

Metod 
Knuffa ner en bestämd mängd block (med representativa volymer och former) med maskin för en 

bergsslänt 10-20m hög, blockens rörelser skall filmas med höghastighetskamera. Dessutom skall 

längden blocken färdas från initial nedslagspunkt mätas, (antal studs räknas, i fält om möjligt annars 

från film), (nedslagsdjupet skall mätas). Blocken bör markeras med ett kors på minst två sidor och en 

eller två fasta punkter för att underlätta vid analys, markering 

Innan testet bör någon form av mätförsök av materialegenskaper utföras, frifallsvikt och 

bergsskärningen ska laser scannas  

Vid testzonen bör någon form av ”skalstock(ar)” vara utplacerade både i horisontal- och vertikalled 

för bedömning av blockets rörelseparametrar skall kunna bestämmas så bra som möjligt. ev. spreja 

markeringar på slänt.  

Filmutrustningen bör bestå av 1- 2 stycken kameror, Gopro, som kan filma mellan 50- 120 FPS, en 

kamera bör placeras så den filmar testplatsen från sidan och den andra bör placeras så den filmar 

rakt framifrån. Filmutrustningen måste stå på ett avstånd så de inte riskerar att träffas av block eller 

av fragment från dessa.  
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Typ av risk Beskrivning av risk Vilken 
del av 
försöket  

Metod minimering 
av risk 

Block lossnar 
från 
skärningen  

Beroende på hur 
skärningen ser ut 
kan det finnas 
potentiellt lösa 
block. Dessa kan på 
naturlig väg trilla ut 
även om risken för 
detta är låg. Men 
under försöken kan 
testblocket komma 
att träffa 
skärningen och slå 
loss blocken så de 
trillar ut. Blocken 
kan träffa personal 
och materiell. 

Under 
hela, 
speciellt 
under 
och 
efter 
försök 

 Välja en slänt 
med så få 
potentiellt lösa 
block som 
möjligt  

 Innan försöket 
vistas så lite tid 
som möjligt vid 
skärningen  

 Efter försök 
undvik att röra 
sig vid släntfot 

Arbetstrafik i 
området  

Maskiner och 
lastbilar som kör 
runt på området är 
alltid en risk. Både 
för arbetande 
personal och att det 
kan komma in en 
maskin på 
testområdet som 
kan träffas av 
fallande block. Både 
materiella och 
personskador kan 
uppstå.  

Under 
hela 
försöket  

 Diskutera med 
arbetsledningen 
på krossen om 
trafiklösningar  

 Prata med 
maskinföraren 
som hjälper till 
vid försöket  

 Störst går först  

Testblock 
faller innan 
tester är på 
börjat  

Testblocket rasar 
ner innan signal för 
att testet ska 
startas har givits. 
Personalskador och 
materiella skador 
kan uppstå  

Innan 
försök 

 Se till att 
testblocket 
ligger på säkert 
avstånd från 
kanten tills 
försöksområdet 
är helt tomt  

Projektileffekt 
om 
testblocket 
går sönder 
under försök 

När test blocket 
träffar en yta kan 
det splittras och 
detta kan leda till all 
delar av blocket far i 
väg som en 
projektil.  

Under 
försöket 

 Se till att alla 
står på säkert 
avstånd från 
testplatsen  
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Personskador och 
materiella skador 
kan uppstå 

Testblocket 
far iväg längre 
än förutspått  

Testblocket rullar 
iväg längre än vad 
de inledande 
datorsimuleringarna 
ar antytt, störst risk 
för materiella 
skador  

Under 
försöket  

 Håll säkert 
avstånd till 
försöksplatsen  
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Appendix 2 Risk analyze field test  
Examensarbete: fältförsök fallande block  

Riskanalys av fältförsök fallande block 

Inledning  

Denna riskanalys innefattar det fältförsök som skall utföras i samband med ett examensarbete vi 

KTH.  

Fältförsöket omfattar att knuffa ett antal block på vikter >800 kg utför en bergskärning. Försöken 

kommer att utföras på en bergtäkt (ej ännu inte bestämd), efter som denna täkt kommer att vara i 

drift under försöken innebär detta att förutom personalen som deltar i försöket att täktens personal 

och materiell kommer att befinna sig i området och därmed utsättas för en potentiell risk. 

Denna riskanalys kommer att ta upp de potentiella riskerna som finns och lösningar som minimerar 

riskerna för alla närvarande personal och materiell. 

Risker  

Personlig skyddsytrustning skall användas enligt föreskrifter på plats.   

Riskerna ska gås igenom med arbetsledningen på försöksplatsen.  
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Appendix 3 Pictures from the rockfalls and a link to all the films  
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Link to the videos; 

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B5bHxfs1klLSUDRxWDlzMnpUUXM&usp=sharing 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B5bHxfs1klLSUDRxWDlzMnpUUXM&usp=sharing
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Appendix 4 Ground contact drawings  

Block 1  
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Block 3 
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Block 4  
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Block 5  
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Block 6 
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Block 7  
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Block 8  
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Block 9  
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Block 10  
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Block 11 
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Appendix 5 DCP protocols  
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Appendix 6 the results from the computer simulations  

Block 1 

  

 

 

 

  

Figure 11: Results from Georock and Rocfall, with the results from Georock in the top picture. Here it is easy to see why 
in some cases it is preferable to not use the lump mass method over the rigid body method  
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Results from Georock 

BOULDER CHARACTERISTICS 

=================================================== 

 Boulder form Sphere 

 Density 2700,0 Kg/m³ 

 Elasticity 98066,0 kPa 

 Initial velocity in x 0,25 m/s 

 Initial velocity in y -0,25 m/s 

 Terminal limit velocity 0,01 m/s 

 Diameter 0,7 m 

=================================================== 

 Mass 484,905 Kg 

 Weight 484,905 Kgf 

 Moment of inertia 23,76 Kgxm2 

 ======================================================== 

STATISTIC COMPUTATIONS 

======================================================== 

 Maximum velocity 16,807 m/s 

 Minimum velocity 2,911 m/s 

 Average velocity 7,968 m/s 

 Mean standard deviation 4,825 m/s 

 Maximum pre-impact energy 69,644 KJ 

 Average pre-impact energy 21,647 KJ 

 Energy standard deviation 24,53 KJ 

 Average stop abscissa 18,33 m 

 Maximum abscissa reached 19,813 m  
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Block 3 

 

  

Figure 12: Results from Georock and Rocfall, with the results from Georock in the top picture. 
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Results from Georock 

BOULDER CHARACTERISTICS 

=================================================== 

 Boulder form Sphere 

 Density 2700,0 Kg/m³ 

 Elasticity 98066,0 kPa 

 Initial velocity in x 0,25 m/s 

 Initial velocity in y -0,25 m/s 

 Terminal limit velocity 0,01 m/s 

 Diameter 0,8 m 

=================================================== 

 Mass 723,823 Kg 

 Weight 723,823 Kgf 

 Moment of inertia 46,325 Kgxm2 

=================================================== 

STATISTIC COMPUTATIONS 

======================================================== 

 Maximum velocity 16,825 m/s 

 Minimum velocity 3,105 m/s 

 Average velocity 5,461 m/s 

 Mean standard deviation 3,644 m/s 

 Maximum pre-impact energy 104,062 KJ 

 Average pre-impact energy 17,265 KJ 

 Energy standard deviation 27,567 KJ 

 Average stop abscissa 20,94 m 

 Maximum abscissa reached 20,999 m 

======================================================== 
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Block 4 
 

 

 

  

Figure 13: Results from Georock and Rocfall, with the results from Georock in the top picture. 
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Results from Georock 

BOULDER CHARACTERISTICS 

=================================================== 

 Boulder form Sphere 

 Density 2700,0 Kg/m³ 

 Elasticity 98066,0 kPa 

 Initial velocity in x 0,3 m/s 

 Initial velocity in y -0,3 m/s 

 Terminal limit velocity 0,01 m/s 

 Diameter 0,4 m 

=================================================== 

 Mass 90,478 Kg 

 Weight 90,478 Kgf 

 Moment of inertia 1,448 Kgxm2 

=================================================== 

STATISTIC COMPUTATIONS 

======================================================== 

 Maximum velocity 16,826 m/s 

 Minimum velocity 2,257 m/s 

 Average velocity 5,113 m/s 

 Mean standard deviation 4,471 m/s 

 Maximum pre-impact energy 12,908 KJ 

 Average pre-impact energy 2,224 KJ 

 Energy standard deviation 4,065 KJ 

 Average stop abscissa 8,714 m 

 Maximum abscissa reached 10,345 m 

======================================================== 
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Block 5 
 

 

  

Figure 14: Results from Georock and Rocfall, with the results from Georock in the top picture. 
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Results from Georock 

BOULDER CHARACTERISTICS 

=================================================== 

 Boulder form Sphere 

 Density 2700,0 Kg/m³ 

 Elasticity 98066,0 kPa 

 Initial velocity in x 0,25 m/s 

 Initial velocity in y -0,25 m/s 

 Terminal limit velocity 0,01 m/s 

 Diameter 0,8 m 

=================================================== 

 Mass 723,823 Kg 

 Weight 723,823 Kgf 

 Moment of inertia 46,325 Kgxm2 

=================================================== 

STATISTIC COMPUTATIONS 

======================================================== 

 Maximum velocity 16,825 m/s 

 Minimum velocity 3,105 m/s 

 Average velocity 7,465 m/s 

 Mean standard deviation 4,429 m/s 

 Maximum pre-impact energy 104,062 KJ 

 Average pre-impact energy 28,338 KJ 

 Energy standard deviation 34,511 KJ 

 Average stop abscissa 20,689 m 

 Maximum abscissa reached 20,759 m 

======================================================== 
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Block 6 
 

 

  

Figure 15: Results from Georock and Rocfall, with the results from Georock in the top picture. 
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Results from Georock 

BOULDER CHARACTERISTICS 

=================================================== 

 Boulder form Sphere 

 Density 2700,0 Kg/m³ 

 Elasticity 98066,0 kPa 

 Initial velocity in x 0,25 m/s 

 Initial velocity in y -0,25 m/s 

 Terminal limit velocity 0,01 m/s 

 Diameter 0,7 m 

=================================================== 

 Mass 484,905 Kg 

 Weight 484,905 Kgf 

 Moment of inertia 23,76 Kgxm2 

=================================================== 

STATISTIC COMPUTATIONS 

======================================================== 

 Maximum velocity 16,807 m/s 

 Minimum velocity 0,933 m/s 

 Average velocity 3,111 m/s 

 Mean standard deviation 3,159 m/s 

 Maximum pre-impact energy 69,644 KJ 

 Average pre-impact energy 5,193 KJ 

 Energy standard deviation 13,877 KJ 

 Average stop abscissa 19,991 m 

 Maximum abscissa reached 21,55 m 

======================================================== 
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Block 7 

  

Figure 16: Results from Georock and Rocfall, with the results from Georock in the top picture. 
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Results from Georock 

BOULDER CHARACTERISTICS 

=================================================== 

 Boulder form Sphere 

 Density 2700,0 Kg/m³ 

 Elasticity 98066,0 kPa 

 Initial velocity in x 0,3 m/s 

 Initial velocity in y -0,3 m/s 

 Terminal limit velocity 0,01 m/s 

 Diameter 0,4 m 

=================================================== 

 Mass 90,478 Kg 

 Weight 90,478 Kgf 

 Moment of inertia 1,448 Kgxm2 

=================================================== 

STATISTIC COMPUTATIONS 

======================================================== 

 Maximum velocity 16,826 m/s 

 Minimum velocity 0,898 m/s 

 Average velocity 3,518 m/s 

 Mean standard deviation 3,194 m/s 

 Maximum pre-impact energy 12,908 KJ 

 Average pre-impact energy 1,126 KJ 

 Energy standard deviation 2,686 KJ 

 Average stop abscissa 18,308 m 

 Maximum abscissa reached 21,554 m 

======================================================== 
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Block 9 

 

  

Figure 17: Results from Georock and Rocfall, with the results from Georock in the top picture. 
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Results from Georock 

BOULDER CHARACTERISTICS 

=================================================== 

 Boulder form Sphere 

 Density 2700,0 Kg/m³ 

 Elasticity 98066,0 kPa 

 Initial velocity in x 0,3 m/s 

 Initial velocity in y -0,3 m/s 

 Terminal limit velocity 0,01 m/s 

 Diameter 0,5 m 

=================================================== 

 Mass 176,715 Kg 

 Weight 176,715 Kgf 

 Moment of inertia 4,418 Kgxm2 

=================================================== 

STATISTIC COMPUTATIONS 

======================================================== 

 Maximum velocity 16,822 m/s 

 Minimum velocity 1,499 m/s 

 Average velocity 3,622 m/s 

 Mean standard deviation 3,64 m/s 

 Maximum pre-impact energy 25,298 KJ 

 Average pre-impact energy 2,5 KJ 

 Energy standard deviation 6,126 KJ 

 Average stop abscissa 13,59 m 

 Maximum abscissa reached 13,765 m 

======================================================== 

 


